
 

What Do Well-known Musicians Say About Jennifer B 

 

VAN WILKS 

Jennifer B & the Groove are a bona fide Texas Powerhouse, feel good, forget your worries and go crazy 

on the dance floor kind of band, and they do it better than anybody around. And that says a lot coming 

from Austin! I’ve seen them take command of the audience and not let go. I’m lucky to have taken the 

stage and studio with them and looking forward to tearing it up with them again......and again!  

www.vanwilks.com 

 

COCO CARMEL WHITLOCK and BOBBY WHITLOCK  

While Janis Joplin obviously remains a favorite among Texans and Jennifer B masterfully recreates those 

songs for her many fans, she deserves acclaim as a great singer in her own right. 

Texas is full of barroom singers, it could have been another night of few expectations when we saw her live 

show, instead we were treated to the superb vocal sounds of Jennifer B. 

Gifted and perhaps more sophisticated than she’s given credit, Jennifer B as Bobby (Whitlock) says "is in a 

league all her own". 

She is right up there with the greats Etta James and Dorothy Moore with that gorgeous lower range to boot.  

Jennifer is not only a great singer she is an accomplished musician and songwriter, a triple threat if you will. 

She deserves to go all the way to the top.     

 –  www.bobbywhitlockandcococarmel.com/ 

JACKIE VENSON 

My name is Jackie Venson, I am an artist who has been working in the music scene for several years now 

locally, nationally, and internationally. I have seen thousands of bands all around the world and very few 

can entertain and work a crowd the way Jennifer B can. Not only are her and her band talented musical 

beings with great music, she knows how to connect and engage an audience creating a live experience 

that is truly unique. I have also worked with Jennifer B on musical projects and performances and she is 

very professional and reliable.  www.jackievensonmusic.com  

 

ALAN HAYNES 

“Jennifer B & the Groove- Soulful & Beautiful as Music should Be!” 

www.alanhaynes.com 
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https://tseentertainment.com/jimi-janis-tour/ 

https://tseentertainment.com/jimi-janis-tour/

